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Abstract

Students without specific learning disabilities [SLDs] [n=18] and with one of three persisting 

SLDs in written language despite early and current specialized instruction—Dysgraphia [n=21], 

Dyslexia [n=40], or oral and written language learning disability OWL LD [n=14]— in grades 4 to 

9 [N=56 boys, 38 girls] completed behavioral phenotyping assessment and gave a small blood or 

saliva sample. Molecular analyses informed by current cross-site research on gene candidates for 

learning disabilities identified associations between molecular genetic markers and the two 

defining behavioral phenotypes for each SLDs-WL; dysgraphia [impaired writing alphabet from 

memory for rs3743204 and sentence copying in best handwriting for rs79382 both in DYX1C1], 

dyslexia [impaired silent word reading/decoding rate for rs4535189 in DCDC2 and impaired 

spelling/encoding for rs374205 in DYX1C1], and OWL LD [impaired aural syntax comprehension 

for rs807701 and oral syntax construction for rs807701 both in DYX1C1]. Implications of these 

identified associations between molecular markers for alleles for different sites within two gene 

candidates [and mostly one] and hallmark phenotypes are discussed for translation science 

[application to practice] and neuroimaging that has identified contrasting brain bases for each of 

the three SLDs.
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Introduction

A variety of methodologies, ranging from twin studies [1,2] to genetic linkage analyses [3] 

to aggregation analyses of a phenotype [behavioral marker showing evidence of cross-

generational genetic bases] and segregation analyses [identification of potential genetic 

patterns of transmission] [4] to genome wide scanning to identify gene candidates [5] have 

been applied to demonstrate the genetic bases of specific learning disabilities in otherwise 

typically developing children and youth. More recently genetics researchers have begun to 

investigate the molecular mechanisms of genetic transcription [protein coding and non-

protein coding] and translation [generating amino acids from mRNA messages] that are 

related to, but not identical with, the gene candidates. The latter kind of research involves 

laboratory analyses to identify downstream effects of alleles [DNA variations between 

individuals that may or not have a detectable effect on phenotypes].

A major problem for all of these genetic studies is that researchers have not reached 

consensus on how to define specific learning disabilities. Ascertaining simply on the basis of 

poor reading, for example, can be problematic because poor reading occurs for many 

different reasons. For example, dyslexia and specific language impairment [SLI], both of 

which may interfere with reading acquisition, are not the same disorder at the behavioral 

level [6]. It is also likely the case that they are also not identical at the molecular genetics 

level.

The purpose of this preliminary study was, therefore, to extend prior behavioral [7] and 

brain research [8–11] showing differences in profiles [patterns of expression] in specific 

learning disabilities in written language [SLDs-WL] that persist beyond the early grades 

despite prior and current specialized instruction. For example, when entered last in 

sequential entry multiple regression, profiles for dysgraphia [impaired handwriting], 

dyslexia [impaired word reading and spelling], and oral and written language learning 

disability [OWL LD, impaired oral and written syntax] contributed unique variance to 

reading and writing outcomes [7]. For the same word-specific spelling phenotype 

contrasting fMRI brain connectivity was observed among those with dysgraphia, dyslexia, or 

OWL LD, who differed in behavioral expression at cascading levels of language [subword 

letter production, word reading and spelling, and syntax comprehension and construction] 

[8].

The hypothesis was tested that the defining hallmark phenotypes for these three contrasting 

SLD-WL profiles might also differ in molecular genetic markers, that is, alleles. Although 

alleles or variations at the molecular level may be related to gene candidates in the 

sequenced human genome, they are not identical with those gene candidates, just as 

phenotypes are behavioral markers but not necessarily identical with the underlying genetic 

variables. Nevertheless there may be associations between profiles of phenotypes that 
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differentiate persisting SLDs-WL and profiles of alleles that are molecular markers of their 

genetic bases.

Moreover, studying such molecular genetic markers may supplement large scale genome- 

wide sequencing studies and inform future research on downstream epigenetic effects of 

students’ response to developmentally appropriate written language instruction or other 

interventions in or out of the school environment. Epigenetic changes are chemical 

alterations to the DNA that do not change the DNA sequence that was inherited from a 

parent, but that may modify gene expression [12]. Molecular biomarkers may be important 

mediating variables in epigenetic responses to instruction for contrasting SLDs- WL. It is 

first necessary, however, to identify which molecular markers may be related to specific 

phenotype profiles.

As such the goal is not to add to basic science understanding of genetic mechanisms in the 

genome but rather conduct a preliminary study relevant to the emerging field of translation 
science for applying basic genetics research to clinical and educational practice.

Such translation science could have four potential benefits: [a] policy makers can understand 

that teachers, parents, and students should not be blamed for failure of children with 

genetically based SLDs to respond to instruction; [b] interdisciplinary teams in schools can 

be better prepared to explain to parents and teachers why some students continue to struggle 

in the upper grades despite considerable early intervention based on the findings of the 

National Reading Panel [13]; [c] affected students do not think they are “damaged goods,” 

and should not have children when they grow up, as some parents reported to authors; and 

[d] genetic and molecular “barriers” to learning can be ameliorated by educational 

approaches that are specially designed to overcome those “barriers”.

Challenges in studying associations between molecular markers and phenotype markers 
heterogeneity

Heterogeneity has been documented at both genetic and behavioral levels of analyses 

[14,15]. Thus, the ongoing controversies about how to define SLDs in diagnostic manuals, 

state departments of education for regulations regarding eligibility criteria for special 

education services, and policies for accommodations for disabilities are understandable. 

Nevertheless, given the large number of affected children and youth at some time in their 

schooling, studies seeking to define such heterogeneity within and between the molecular 

and behavioral levels are warranted. Epidemiological studies in programmatic research at the 

Mayo Clinic showed that SLDs impair learning to write, read, and use heard and spoken 

language in one in five school age children and youth [16–18]. Many are affected but not 

necessarily in the same way.

Developmental changes in neurogenetic mechanisms and environmental variables

Another challenge has been the normal changes in developing learners, related, in part, to 

neurogenetic mechanisms operating from conception [19] to early childhood [neuronal 

pruning about second year of life] [20] to middle childhood to adolescence and even 

adulthood transitions [increasing myelination of neural networks] [20]. Such developmental 

change is also due in part, to the changing nature and requirements of curriculum across 
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elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education [21]. Although considerable progress 

has been made in evidence-based screening and intervening in the early grades to prevent or 

at least reduce the severity of SLDs in language learning [22,23], some students have 

persisting SLDs beyond the early grades in language skills, which continue to be or become 

relevant in the upper grades [24,25].

To begin with, although most reading instruction in the early elementary grades emphasizes 

oral reading, in the upper elementary grades and thereafter most instruction and assignments 

involve silent rather than oral reading. Yet silent reading skills are not necessarily taught 

explicitly in the upper grades; and oral reading may not transfer in a simple way to silent 

reading, which relies greatly on internal processing without the support of oral production 

and the resulting aural feedback from hearing oneself read aloud [26].

Moreover, in the US handwriting is typically taught only in the early grades and increasingly 

only in kindergarten and first grade because of common core standards; yet many written 

assignments and tests are completed at school without use of technology to support writing. 

Consequently, students with handwriting difficulties may continue to struggle with learning 

to spell written words [27] and thus complete written assignments in the upper elementary 

grades and beyond because they cannot form letters legibly and automatically, spell words, 

and sustain written language output over time [28].

In addition, not all schools provide systematic spelling instruction across the elementary 

grades because they mistakenly assume that it is not necessary when students can rely on 

spell checks in their word processing programs. In reality, many, if not most, elementary 

classrooms still do not integrate computers with their literacy instruction in general 

education. Also spell check only offers a menu of options from which to choose the correct 

spelling—so knowledge of word-specific spelling [29,30] that links orthography, phonology, 

morphology [31], and semantics is still needed to choose the correct spelling that fits the 

sentence context. Also, research has shown that children with oral reading problems in the 

early grades often have persisting spelling problems in the upper elementary grades and 

beyond [32] which interfere with their written composition [33].

Despite the myth that children learn oral language before coming to school, it is still the case 

that oral language learning continues to be relevant and to develop during the school years. 

Students have to learn to listen to teachers’ instructional talk, and express their ideas orally 

through discussions with classmates and in response to teachers’ questions. The academic 

register of talk used at school in the formal learning environment differs in many ways from 

the informal register used in conversation outside school and on the playground and 

lunchroom. In fact, some students have SLDs in oral language that emerge at the time of first 

words or combining multiple words during the preschool years, but continue to interfere 

during the school years with their learning from oral language others use and using oral 

language to communicate with others and express their own thinking [34–36]. However, 

current policies and procedures often do not differentiate between those students who have 

oral as well as written language learning difficulties beginning in the preschool years and 

those who have problems in word reading/decoding and word spelling/encoding that emerge 

during the school years, usually beginning in kindergarten when letter writing, letter naming, 
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and letter-sound correspondences are first formally taught. As a result, not all the students 

with OWL LD are identified or provided with specialized instruction tailored to their oral as 

well as written language learning disabilities [37].

Importance of studying molecular and behavioral markers despite challenges

Yet despite these curriculum issues related to instruction provided in the upper grades, many 

students develop grade-appropriate silent reading, handwriting, spelling, and oral language 

problems. Thus, the likelihood that genetics also plays a role in the persisting handwriting, 

silent reading, word spelling, and oral language disabilities during middle childhood and 

early adolescence deserves research attention. In sum, both genetic and environmental 

sources of change, independently and interactively, across time may contribute to the 

complexity of biological and behavioral mechanisms and their interrelationships in oral and 

written language learning. Despite the challenges, research on the relationships between 

molecular genetic markers and behavioral markers of SLDs-WL is warranted.

Lack of comparability in defining sample characteristics

Variation in how researchers ascertain their samples, including inclusion criteria and thus the 

resulting particular mix of the various kinds of written and/or oral language learning 

difficulties represented in their samples, continues to pose problems for generalizing 

research findings across research groups no matter how large a sample may be. For example, 

assigning all participants with spelling disabilities to the diagnostic category of dyslexia 

does not take into account that some developing children and youth have handwriting 

problems which result in spelling problems but do not have reading problems, whereas 

others have both word reading/decoding and spelling/encoding problems. So spelling 

problems alone may not adequately differentiate among the phenotypes and their related 

genetic alleles. Likewise, some may have reading problems related to identifying real words 

or pseudowords, which may interfere with reading comprehension, but others may have 

significant reading comprehension problems without significant word decoding problems or 

may have reading comprehension problems that are not directly related to their word 

decoding problems—other skills at the syntax [38] and/or text levels of heard aural language 

or produced oral language may also be contributing to their reading comprehension 

problems.

Operationalizing diagnostic profiles [patterns] in the current research

The behavioral phenotype profiles were based on assessment measures previously validated 

in behavioral research across disciplines [37] as well as recent interdisciplinary behavioral 

[7] and brain [8] research. For molecular markers we used alleles based on gene candidates 

for learning disabilities that have been identified in research across countries [4]. For 

example, see [39] for these findings: [a] dyslexia candidate genes DYX1C1, DCDC2, and 

KIAA0319 have been associated with dyslexia, neuronal migration, and ciliary function; [b] 

specific alleles at the polymorphic sites rs3743204 in DYX1C1, rs793842 in DCDC2, and 

rs6935076 in KIAA0319 have been linked to variability of left temporoparietal white matter 

volume connecting the middle temporal cortex to the angular and supramarginal gyri; [c] 

alleles of rs793842 in DCDC2 have been associated with the thickness of left angular and 

supramarginal gyri; and [d] the left lateral occipital cortex has been shown to be significantly 
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thicker for T-allele carriers, who also had lower white matter volume and lower reading 

comprehension scores. Thus, these allele-phenotype relationships may provide insights for 

designing future research on gene-brain relationships of the students with specific kinds of 

persisting SLDs.

Measurement issues

A further challenge is related to differences in measurement scales used for behavioral 

phenotypes on standardized tests and the data that molecular genetic analyses yield. 

Behavioral phenotypes are continuous variables for units of written or oral language that are 

relevant to assessing the various levels [units] of language that may be impaired in SLDs-

WLs based on norms for age or grade peers; they identify where in the normal distribution 

for age or grade an individual’s score falls. In contrast, alleles are a single nucleotide [A: 

adenine, T: thymine, C: cytosine, or G: guanine], that is, nominal variables rather than 

continuously distributed variables that locate a skill along a normal distribution for age or 

grade peers. It follows that identifying relationships between specific phenotypes and 

specific alleles will require statistical methods that combine approaches for analyzing both 

differences in means of continuous quantitative phenotype variables and related associations 

with nominal allele genetic variables for classifying individuals. Such methods are not the 

same as those used in genome wide sequencing to identify gene candidates.

Research approach and hypothesis

To begin with, this preliminary study was grounded in programmatic interdisciplinary 

research and not conventional genetics or psychological/educational assessment methods. 

Rather the goal was to validate a proof of concept for this interdisciplinary approach for 

assessing associations between molecular markers and behavioral phenotypes, which may 

have translation science applications. These associations, which involved distributed and 

nominal measures, were tested based on students with and without specific kinds of SLDs-

WL but analyzed for the sample as a whole. For participants with SLDs- WL there had to be 

evidence both on normed behavioral measures and current and past history that these were 

persisting problems despite earlier and current intervention, However, we also took into 

account when the SLDs were first observed—during the preschool years or only after formal 

instruction began in school in kindergarten or first grade. Allele-phenotype relationships 

were analyzed for the two evidence- based hallmark, developmentally appropriate 

phenotypes for each of three profiles defined on the basis of impairment in cascading levels 

of language—subword letters, words, and syntax. We tested the hypothesis that associations 

between the molecular genetic markers [alleles] and behavioral markers [phenotypes] could 

be identified for the two hallmark phenotypes for each of the three SLDs-WL studied.

Methods

Ascertainment of participants

Recruitment, sampling of blood or saliva for DNA, and behavioral assessment were 

performed under protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board for Research and 

conducted in manner that complied with the ethical principles of the American 

Psychological Association. Participants were recruited through flyers distributed through 
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local schools and the university, but some parents heard about the study through word of 

mouth of other parents who had participated or by educators who referred them because of 

student failure to respond to intervention. The flyers announced an opportunity to participate 

in research for students in grades 4 to 9 with and without SLDs in oral and written language.

When parents contacted the research team, a screening interview with scripted questions was 

conducted over the phone to rule out other conditions that could account for the learning 

problems other than an SLD; that is, the reading or writing disabilities had to be specific in 

otherwise typically developing students and not related to other neurogenetic, medical 

conditions, toxins, or injuries. Such conditions for exclusion included pervasive 

developmental disability, neurogenetic disorders like fragile-X, neurofibromatosis or 

phenylketonuria, sensory disorders like significant hearing loss or visual impairment, motor 

disorders like cerebral palsy or muscular dystrophy, spinal cord or brain injuries, substance 

abuse, and other medical conditions like epilepsy. Attention deficit/hyperactivity syndrome 

[ADHD] was not an exclusion criterion.

If responses to the interview questions indicated the child would probably qualify and was 

typically developing with or without an SLD involving oral and/or written language 

learning, and the parent granted informed consent and the child assent, then a 

comprehensive assessment was scheduled at the university where the research was 

conducted. If the child and parent gave permission for participation in genetic studies a 

sample of blood or saliva was collected for DNA extraction and laboratory molecular genetic 

analyses.

Phenotype assessment

The assessment included measures of handwriting [from memory in alphabetic order and 

copying from models of letters in written words], silent word reading fluency, word-specific 

spelling, listening comprehension, oral syntax construction, and verbal comprehension 

[orally explaining concepts]. While children were tested, their parents completed 

questionnaires about the child’s developmental history, educational history, and family 

history. Both test scores and information in these questionnaires were used in assigning 

students to diagnostic groups. Of particular interest was [a] when the problems first emerged

—early in language development during the preschool years, as in OWL LD [40,41] or early 

in the school years when letter production and oral reading are emphasized, as in dysgraphia 

and dyslexia [42]; and [b] whether they had persisted during middle childhood [upper 

elementary grades] and early adolescence [middle school grades], despite earlier 

intervention during the preschool or school years, when curriculum requirements change 

[current study].

The test battery included the following measures for hallmark phenotypes based on prior 

research [8]. The first two measures assessed handwriting, which is impaired in dysgraphia. 

The third and fourth measures assessed silent word reading and written spelling, both of 

which are impaired in dyslexia. The fifth and sixth measures assessed oral language—

listening comprehension and oral expression, which are impaired in OWL LD. The seventh 

measure assessed verbal comprehension [translation of cognitions into oral language] to 
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evaluate if the participants were typically developing language learners within the normal 

range.

Automatic alphabet letter writing from memory: Children are asked to handwrite in 

manuscript [unjoined letters] the lower case letters of the alphabet from memory legibly so 

others can identify the letters and as quickly as possible without sacrificing legibility. The 

raw score is the number of letters that are legible and in correct alphabetic order during first 

15 seconds, which research has shown is an index of automatic compared to controlled 

processing [43] and may be impaired in those with dysgraphia [8] and/or dyslexia [44]. The 

raw score is converted to a z-score [M=0, SD=1], based on research norms for grade [inter-

rater reliability .97], from a large sample of students with and without SLDs.

Copying letters in words in sentences.—On the Detailed Assessment of Speed of 
Handwriting [DASH] Best [45], the task is to copy a sentence with all the letters of the 

alphabet in one’s best writing. Students can choose to use their usual writing—manuscript 

[unconnected] or cursive [connected] or a combination of these. The scaled score [M=10, 

SD=3], derived from transformation of the raw score, is based on legibility for single letters 

within the time limits [interrater reliability .99]. In the current study, two testers reviewed all 

the scored handwritten measures to reach consensus on scoring.

Silent word reading: On the Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency [TOSWRF] [46] [test-

retest reliability is .92] the task is to mark the word boundaries in a series of letters arranged 

in rows. The score is the number of correctly detected and marked word boundaries in 3 

minutes. The raw scores are converted to standard scores for age [M=100, SD=15].

Word-specific spelling: For the Letter-Choice subtest [test-retest reliability .84 to .88] of 

the Test of Orthographic Competence [TOC] [47], the task is to choose a letter in a set of 

four provided letters to fill in the blank in a letter series to create a correctly spelled real 

word [word-specific spelling]. Raw scores are transformed into a scaled score [M=10, 

SD=3].

Listening comprehension: WJ III Oral Comprehension [48] Oral Comprehension [test-

retest reliability .88], which is an aural cloze task, requires supplying a word orally during 

pause in unfolding oral text. Raw scores are transformed into a standard score [M=100, 

SD=15].

Construction of oral syntactic structures from three provided words [pictured 
and spoken]: The Clinical Evaluation of Language Function 4th Edition CELF IV [49] 

Formulated Sentences [test-retest reliability .62 to .71] is a task that requires constructing an 

oral sentence from three provided words. Raw scores are transformed into scaled scores 

[M=10 and SD= 3].

Translating cognitions through oral language—[heard language through ear and 
spoken language through the mouth]. Raw scores on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children, 4th Edition [WISC IV] [50] Similarities, Vocabulary, and Comprehension subtests 

were converted to scaled scores, which were combined to obtain a standard score [M=100, 
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SD=15] for a Verbal Comprehension Index score [test-retest reliability .93 to .95]. This 

measure was given to document that the student was typically developing regardless of the 

oral and/or written language learning problems [at least a standard score of 80, which is 1 

1/3 SD below the population mean] or might be twice exceptional [superior or better on 

Verbal Comprehension Index despite an SLD].

Assignment to SLD or control groups: For the tests scores, the criteria that follow 

were the minimum criteria for qualifying for a diagnostic group [dysgraphia, dyslexia, OWL 

LD, or no SLDs-WL], but most who qualified fell substantially below the criteria. 

Participants had to quality for SLD diagnostic group assignment on at least two measures. 

All had reported history of past and current struggle with the relevant language skills for the 

SLD group to which they were assigned. These criteria were as follows.

To qualify for the Dysgraphia Group, the participant had to score below −2/3 SD [25th %tile] 

on two or more handwriting measures and have parental report of a history of past and 

current handwriting difficulties, but no current or past reading problems or preschool oral 

language problems. To qualify for the Dyslexia Group, the participant had to score below 

−2/3 SD [25th %tile] or below population mean and at least 1 SD [15 standard score points] 

below Verbal Comprehension Index on silent word reading fluency and word-specific 

spelling; no current syntax level listening comprehension or oral expression difficulties; and 

parental report of a history of past and current word decoding/real word reading [oral and/or 

silent] and/or spelling problems but no preschool or current oral or aural language problems. 

About three fourths of the participants assigned to the dyslexia group met these criteria, but 

some who had superior cognitive scores [i.e., twice exceptional] fell below the population 

mean and at least one standard deviation below their Verbal Comprehension Index score and 

had a history of struggling in learning to read/decode words and spell/encode words [51,52]. 

To qualify for the OWL LD Group, the participant had to score below −2/3 SD on two 

measures of syntax-level language skills—WJ III Oral Comprehension and CELF 4 
Formulated Sentences and parental report of preschool history of oral language problems 

and persisting problems in listening comprehension, reading comprehension, oral expression 

and/or written expression. To qualify for the Typical Language Learning Control Group, 

participants had to score at or above standard score of −2/3 SD on all measures of language 

by ear, by mouth, by eye, and by hand and have no reported past or current history of oral 

and/or written language learning problems.

Comparison of diagnostic groups on hallmark behavioral phenotypes: Means 

on each hallmark phenotype measure were calculated for the dysgraphia, dyslexia, or OWL 

LD and control groups. ANOVA was first used to evaluate if main effects were statistically 

significantly different for groups; and if so, then pairwise comparison of the groups was 

done with t-tests. The purpose of these analyses was to determine if diagnostic groups 

differed at the behavioral level before examining potential allele-phenotype associations that 

transcend assignment to a diagnostic group for the language learners in general in grades 4 

to 9.

Participant characteristics: The total sample [N=94] consisted of 56 boys and 38 girls. 

Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics of their performance on the test measures used 
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for assignment to diagnostic groups: typical language learning control group [n=18], 

dysgraphia group [n=21], dyslexia group [n=40], and OWL LD group [n=14]. Based on self-

reported ethnicity the majority [n=86 mothers and 78 fathers] were of European or Middle 

Eastern ancestry, 1 mother and 1 father were African American, 2 mothers and 5 fathers 

were Asian American, 3 mothers and 2 fathers were Hispanic, 1 mother and 1 father were 

Pacific Islander, and 2 mothers and 2 fathers were other/ non-specified. Parents’ self-

reported educational levels ranged from less than high school [1 mother and 1 father] to high 

school graduate [2 mothers and 3 fathers] to more than high school but less than college [5 

mothers and 12 fathers] to college [40 mothers and 31 fathers]; some did not report 

educational levels [8 mothers and 12 fathers].

Analyzing biomarkers [Polymorphisms]

Selecting sites to analyze: Candidate genes and polymorphisms within them were selected 

on the basis of prior research support for them. The sites evaluated were single nucleotide 

polymorphisms [SNPs] rs3743205, rs570809907, and rs3743204 in DYX1C1, rs807701, 

rs793862, and rs793842 in DCDC2, and rs4504469, rs9461045 and rs6935076 in 

KIAA0319, and rs6803202 and rs4535189 in ROBO1.

DYX1 rs3743205 [−3G>A] created an ELK1 binding site [53], TFII-I + PARP1 + 

SFPQ/PSF complex binds to −3G, whereas binding to −3A was weak [54]. After co-

transfection of allele-specific constructs into a neuroblastoma cell line, expression of the 

−3G allele was higher than that of the −3A allele [54],

−3A was associated with decreased accuracy of reading [55], and methylation of the −3G 

allele markedly decreased expression but had no effect on the −3A allele [56]. DYX1 

rs57809907 [c.1249G>T, p.E417X] truncated the last 4 amino acids of the protein [53].

The volume of temporoparietal white matter was greater with the GG genotype than either 

the GT or TT genotypes of DYX1 rs3743204 [G>T] [57] and the major allele, G, was 

associated with poorer irregular word and nonword reading in the general population 

[58,59]. For DCDC2, rs793842 was significantly associated with the thickness of left 

angular and supramarginal gyri as well as the left lateral occipital cortex. The cortex was 

significantly thicker and the white matter volume was less in carriers for the T allele, which 

was also found to be associated with lower reading comprehension scores [39]. The A allele 

of rs793862 was associated with dyslexia in a German study, especially in those with a 

“nondysphonetic” subtype characterized by problems with discrimination of written words 

and not with problems in differentiation and synthesis of sounds [60,61]. The minor allele, 

T, of rs4504469 in KIAA0319 resulted in a nonsynonymous substitution in exon 4 of 

threonine for alanine at residue 266. The minor allele of rs9461045 reduced expression of 

KIAA0319 possibly through creation of a binding site for the transcriptional silencer OCT-1 

[62]. Decreased white matter volume in left temporoparietal regions was observed for the 

TT genotype of rs6935076 in KIAA0319 [39,57].

Laboratory molecular analyses of alleles: SNP genotypes were obtained with 

TaqMan methodology using an ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR system and ABI Sequence 

Detection Software. The DRD4 exon 3 VNTR that encodes the third intracellular loop of the 
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receptor comprises between 2 and 11 repeats of 48 bp. Allele sizes were determined by 

fragment analysis on an ABI Prism 3130XL Genetic Analyzer, using published primer 

sequences and conditions with slight modifications [63]. The VNTR in the 3´ untranslated 

region of the dopamine transporter SLC6A3 gene, also known as DAT1, ranges from 3 to 11 

copies of a 40bp repeat [64,65].

Behavioral statistical analyses of allele-phenotype relationships

For each of six hallmark phenotype measures linked to a particular diagnosis [for 

dysgraphia, alphabet writing from memory and copy in best handwriting; for dyslexia, silent 

word reading fluency and adding a letter to create word-specific spelling; and for OWL LD 
listening comprehension and oral expression], separate ANOVAs evaluated whether the 

mean values on the hallmark phenotypes [continuously distributed quantitative values] 

differed by allele at these sites (The nonsignificant results are available upon request from 

the first author.) For significant main effects for hallmark phenotypes with three or more 

chemical combinations, follow-up Tukey LSD tests were then used to pairwise compare the 

chemical combinations [alleles] to evaluate if they were significantly different in the 

magnitude of the associated phenotype.

Results

Phenotype differences among groups

First, results of comparing each of the SLD diagnostic groups to the typical language 

learning controls on the behavioral phenotypes are reported. Table 1 provides means and 

SDs for each of the hallmark phenotype measures in each group. Insert Table 1 about here.

Next, results for comparing each of the SLD groups to each other across levels of language 

[increasing written language unit size—from subword letter to word to multi-word] on the 

behavioral phenotypes are reported.

Comparison of SLD groups with typical control group: On both Alphabet 15 and 

Copy Best, the control group had higher mean scores than the dysgraphia group. On both 

TOSWRF silent word reading fluency and TOC Letter Choice, the control group had higher 

mean scores than the dyslexia group. On WJ III Oral Comprehension and CELF 4 
Formulated Sentences, the control group had higher mean scores than the OWL LD group.

Comparisons of SLD groups with each other: The dysgraphia group with subword 

letter impairment was compared to the control group, the dyslexia group with word 

impairment was compared to the dysgraphia group, and the OWL LD with syntax 

impairment was compared to the dyslexia group with word impairment. On the following 

measures the dysgraphic group scored lower than the typical control group: Alphabet 15 
F[1,37]=13.41, p=.001 and Copy Fast F[1,32]= 23.30, p=.001 [both phenotypes unique to 

dysgraphia]. On the following measures the dyslexic group scored lower than the dysgraphic 

group: TOSWRF, F[1,56]=9.99, p=.003, and TOC Letter Choice F[1,47]= 13.93, p=.001 

[both phenotypes unique to dyslexia]. On the following measures the OWL LD group scored 

lower than the dyslexic group: WJ III Oral Comprehension, F[1,52]=35.77, p=.001, and 
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CELF 4 Formulated Sentences F[1,53] = 71.32, p=.001 [both phenotypes unique to OWL 

LD]. These findings are consistent with the cascading level of language model according to 

which dysgraphia is associated with sub-word level impairment, dyslexia is associated with 

word-level impairment, and OWL LD is associated with syntax-level impairment [8].

Alleles related to hallmark phenotypes for each SLD diagnostic group

Next, the mean quantitative score for each continuously distributed behavioral phenotype 

was evaluated in relationship to the pattern of alleles at a particular polymorphism in a 

candidate gene. Significant relationships are reported for the two hallmark phenotypes for 

each SLD. The nonsignificant results are available upon request from the first author.

Significant allele-phenotype relationships for dysgraphia: Significant allele-

phenotype relationships were found for both hallmark phenotypes for impaired handwriting

—legible automatic alphabet writing from memory and copying sentence with all alphabet 

letters in one’s best handwriting. These were found for two different alleles involving 

different chemical combinations of base chemicals within a common gene site.

For rs3743204 in DYX1C1, there were significant differences in alphabet 15 associated with 

this allele variation: F[2,91]= 3.98, p=.022: GG [N= 57, M= −1.19; SD=0.76] GT [N=33; 

M=−1.46; SD=0.71] TT [N=4; M=−.41, SD=.77]. By Pairwise Tukey test there was no 

significant difference in mean score on phenotype associated with GG and GT, p=.111; but 

GT was significantly worse than TT, p=.009; and GG was significantly worse than TT, p=.

044. On contrast coding, GT and GG were significantly worse than TT, t[91]=2.407, p=.018. 

Thus, absence of two Ts [homozygosity for G] at this site appears to be a risk factor for this 

hallmark phenotype for dysgraphia—legible, automatic alphabet letter writing from 

memory. Those with TT performed better.

For rs793842, also in DYX1C1, there were significant differences in DASH Copy Best 
associated with the allele pattern: F[2,66]= 3.64, p=.032; CT [N=33; M=10.82; SD=3.03]; 

TT[N=10; M=8.80; SD=3.58]; and CC[N=26; M=8.69; SD=3.33]. By pairwise Tukey test: 

CT was associated with a significantly better score than CC, p=.014, but scores associated 

with CT were not significantly different from those with TT, p=.088, and scores with TT 

were not significantly different from CC, p=.929. Thus, homozygosity or heterozygosity for 

the T allele may facilitate better performance on the Copy Best test.

Significant allele-phenotype allele relationships for dyslexia: Significant 

phenotype-allele relationships were found for both hallmark phenotypes for dyslexia—

impaired silent word reading fluency on TOSWRF and impaired word-specific spelling on 

TOC Letter Choice. For silent word reading fluency, these were found within the same 

polymorphism but for different alleles. However, for word- specific spelling, the allele-

phenotype relationship was found for a different polymorphism [same as for handwriting] 

than for silent word reading fluency, but it involved the same genotypes as DASH Copy 
Best, a handwriting task for copying words as opposed to retrieving single letters in alphabet 

from memory.
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For rs4535189, in DCDC2, individuals with genotype AG had significantly higher TOSWRF 
scores [M=96.5, SD=10.62] than individuals with GG [M=90.59, SD=8.99], F[1,59]=5.98, 

p=.017. Thus, homozygosity for the G allele appears to be a risk factor for silent word 

reading fluency. For rs6803202, also in DCDC2, individuals with genotype CT [M=96.8, 

SD=10.62] had significantly higher TOSWRF scores than individuals with TT [M=90.21, 

SD=8.54], F[1,60]=7.14, p=.010. Thus, in this site homozygosity for the T allele appears to 

be a risk factor for silent word reading fluency.

For rs374205, in DYX1C1, there was a significant difference between the CC and CT 

genotypes on the TOC Letter choice spelling measure; F[1,72]= 3.97, p=.011. Mean score 

for genotype CC [N=62, M=8.45, SD=2.95] was higher than the mean score for CT [N=12, 

M=6.42, SD=2.47]. This finding for word-specific spelling is of interest for three reasons. 

First, in contrast to silent word reading fluency, the risk factor appears to be heterozygosity 

rather than homozygosity. Second, as was the case for silent word reading fluency, presence 

of T may be a risk factor for word-specific spelling, although in this case even a single T 

confers this risk compared to two Ts for silent word reading fluency. Third, for the measure 

of spelling, which is learned through output in handwriting, the gene site [if not the allele 

itself] was the same as for impaired handwriting, whereas for the measure for silent reading, 

which is learned through input through eyes, involved a different gene site than handwriting 

did.

Significant allele-phenotype relationships for OWL LD: For rs807701 in DYX1C1, 

there were significant differences for Oral Comprehension associated with the genetic 

variation: F[2,66]= 3.57, p=.034 AG [N=25; M=114.28; SD=11.76] GG [N=8; M=111.75; 

SD=7.25] AA [N=36; M=105.78; SD=−13.73]. By pairwise Tukey test, genotype AA is a 

greater risk factor than AG, p=.011. Performance associated with GG is not significantly 

different from that of AA, p=.225 or AG, p=.619. For rs807701, which is also in DYX1C1, 

there were significant genetic variations associated with CELF 4 Formulated Sentences, 
F[2,72]= 3.16, p=.048: AG [N=27; M=11.19; SD= 3.00], AA[N=38; M=9.66; SD=3.41], 

and GG [M=10; M=8.40; SD=3.57]. By Pairwise Tukey: AG is not significantly different 

from AA, p=.068; AG is significantly greater than GG, p=.025; and AA is not significantly 

different from GG, p=.284.

Thus, for OWL LD genotypes at two polymorphic locations within this gene appear to be 

related to the aural comprehension [AA] and oral expression [GG] phenotypes that 

characterize this SLD. If not taken into account in instruction, reading comprehension and 

written expression problems related to syntax may occur.

Analyses with only European American participants: Because population 

stratification - the phenomenon of different relative frequencies of alleles in different ethnic 

populations - can confound association studies, the analyses were repeated with only the 

children of European American descent included. The results, which are available upon 

request from the first author, replicated those when all ethnicities were included in the 

analyses of phenotype-allele relationships.
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Discussion

Significance of current study for genetics research

Based on the many reported relationships between gene candidates and phenotypes and their 

unreliability across studies in the research literature many genetics researchers have 

concluded that the gene- behavior relationships are heterogeneous and require very large 

population samples to identify reliably. An alternative approach less employed but promising 

nevertheless is to [a] study these relationships using well defined phenotypes based on 

profiles of co-occurring phenotypes rather than a single phenotype in isolation, [b] 

phenotypes defined based on normed measures for age or grade peers that can be interpreted 

across development rather than raw scores; and [c] phenotypes that take into account age 

when first behavioral signs emerged and past and current history of phenotype expression. 

The heterogeneity and unreliability may also result, in part, from failure of researchers to 

ascertain using the same procedures and developmentally and diagnostically appropriate 

criteria for inclusion. In this current study we report the results of a study designed for 

purposes of translation science which used a smaller sample but well defined inclusion 

criteria with multi-criteria for the nature of the disability studied in a specific stage of 

development [middle childhood and early adolescence]. The results can only be generalized 

and applied to practice for those criteria and that development time period. Such an 

approach might supplement rather than replace large population studies not using exactly the 

same acquisition procedures and phenotype criteria.

Evidence for contrasting allele-phenotype associations across SLDs-WL

The results of this initial study of allele-phenotype relationships in oral and/or written 

language SLDs hold promise for translation science, if they replicate in additional samples 

ascertained using comparable inclusion criteria. Identifying molecular genetic markers for 

why some students do not respond to evidence-based instruction early in literacy learning, 

which has been shown to be effective for many students, is relevant to understanding why, 

without blaming teachers, students, or parents, and modifying instructional programs to help 

them overcome their learning struggles.

Although this study was primarily of European Americans, in the authors’ research and 

clinical experience, the phenotype measures used to identify profiles [patterns] at the 

phenotype level based on inclusion criteria described in the methods have been found to 

identify dysgraphia, dyslexia, and OWL LD across racial groups. Likewise, children of all 

races have been shown to respond to both early intervention in literacy skills and 

intervention for persisting reading, writing, and oral language SLDs in the later grades. It 

may be that the profile of phenotypes and developmental histories associated with different 

SLDs interfering with language learning is more important than race in identifying hallmark 

phenotypes and their relationships with alleles for language learning; but further research on 

this genetically and educationally significant issue is warranted. That is not to negate that 

race is relevant to other conditions that are related to genetics.
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Next steps and relevance to the epigenetics of response to intervention [RTI]

Identifying hallmark allele-phenotype relationships can inform future research on RTI, 

which should include a focus on the epigenetics of response to instruction, both early in 

literacy acquisition and during middle childhood and early adolescence. It is likely that 

genotypes inherited at birth do not comprise the entirety of the genetic influence at the 

behavioral level during RTI; and the behavioral expression of underlying genetic markers 

may change across development due to both molecular markers of genetics variations and 

changes in the nature of curriculum requirements. Studying molecular epigenetic factors 

may also reveal mechanisms impeding learning, such as nutritional deficiencies or 

developmental disabilities or brain, which could be subject to targeted interventions to 

support more effective learning.

Implications for translation science of genetics research to practice

Educating policy makers: Current educational policy tends to blame teachers if students 

do not achieve a criterion score assumed to be an index of meeting common core standards. 

One of the important messages from genetics research is that variations in many oral and 

written language and language-related skills have genetics bases. Therefore, evidence-based 

policy and regulations should not blame and punish teachers when students with evidence-

based SLD diagnoses do not achieve the criterion score in skills related to their diagnosed 

SLDs. Nor should parents or students with SLDs be blamed. Rather grade-appropriate 

differential instruction should be offered that is yoked to the nature of the diagnostic profile 

and its hallmark phenotypes and their associations with alleles. Response to that instruction 

should be monitored to evaluate whether the student’s learning improves, or if it does not, 

further modify the specially designed instruction until learning begins to improve. This 

approach to personalized education is grounded in a no-fault approach that recognizes the 

genetic variation accounting for individual as well as developmental differences in oral and 

written language learners [21]. Also, identifying molecular genetic markers does not mean it 

is impossible to overcome the language learning problems. Rather they provide explanation 

why some students struggle longer and may need instruction that is more carefully yoked to 

their learning profiles.

Explaining SLDs to members of interdisciplinary teams in schools: Preservice 

training programs for professionals in different disciplines who work on interdisciplinary 

teams in schools should offer foundation courses to prepare future school professionals to 

become critical and effective consumers of the knowledge explosion in genetics and 

neuroscience that is relevant to understanding not only SLDs but also many other conditions 

in school-age populations [20] as well as typical learning. In addition, such foundational 

courses should also cover instructional science so that future educators are prepared for the 

ever growing body of relevant research on teaching language by ear, mouth, and hand and 

not just language by eye [reading] as reviewed by the National Reading Panel in 2000.

Explaining SLDs to parents of students with SLDs: Such foundational knowledge 

would enable the educational professionals in schools to explain to parents the nature of 

their child’s SLDs. Parents of children with SLDs often seek not only instructional 

assistance for their children but also clear explanations, which are easy for them to 
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understand, of what their children’s learning problems are and why they are having these 

problems. Knowledge of genetics research can inform those explanations parents are 

seeking. Knowledge of epigenetics research on RTI for SLDs in oral and/or written 

language, when available in the future, can offer hope that their child’s learning is likely to 

improve. The distinction between mediating molecular markers and gene sequencing 

inherited at birth may be crucial for communicating the potential plasticity in genetic-

behavior relationships when the environment is tailored to a student’s personal learning 

profile.

Explaining SLDs to affected students: Increasingly students with SLDs are learning 

about genetics in science courses at school and through the media, and if they participate in 

research on the genetics of SLDs, that SLDs have a genetic basis. They begin to wonder 

what it means to have an SLD, why they have genetic differences, and if there is hope they 

will overcome their genetic disorder. One challenge educational professionals face is 

reassuring the students with SLDs that there is a reason for the SLDs not related to their 

intelligence. Their struggles with oral and/or written language learning are not a sign that 

they are not smart. Yet blaming genes [or brain] for the learning struggles can also be 

personally alarming. Another challenge educational professionals face is reassuring students 

with SLDs, which have a genetic and brain basis, that they have relative strengths [and often 

talents] despite the SLD. Most importantly there is the challenge of convincing students with 

SLDs there is hope that, with specialized instruction, they can become successful readers 

and writers. Epigenetics research that informs knowledge of genetic-behavioral relationships 

before and after specialized, individualized instruction tailored to the nature of an 

individual’s SLD is the next frontier. Results of such epigenetics research will be relevant to 

reassuring affected students that there is hope that they can become successful oral and/or 

written language learners.

Conclusions

Our study is consistent with the consensus that the genetic bases for learning oral and 

written language are complex. The phenotypes are also complex and may express differently 

at various stages of development, beginning in the preschool years, or early childhood and in 

some cases even persisting in middle childhood and adolescence during the school years. 

However, just because an SLD has a genetic basis does not mean it is not treatable. Research 

on the allele associations with hallmark phenotypes for different SLDs can inform future 

research on genetic mediators of the brain’s government of the complex reading and writing 

systems before and/or after instruction or possible epigenetic changes that may occur not 

only in response to maternal nurturing in the home [66], but also in response to instruction 

by educational professionals during the school years. Such studies would also have 

important applications for translation science of genetic-brain relationships during middle 

childhood and early adolescence for individuals who do and do not have persisting SLDs 

such as dysgraphia, dyslexia, and OWL LD.
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Table 1.

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) for each diagnostic group on each measure in assessment battery.

Control group Dysgraphia group Dyslexia group OWL LD group

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Alph 15
a −.071 0.74 −1.54 0.66 −1.28 0.77 −1.44 0.70

Copy Best
b 12.62 2.36 8.67 3.32 8.79 3.25 9.53 3.48

Silent Word Reading
c 100.11 9.37 100.55 12.67 91.61 8.24 84.50 8.92

Word Spelling
d 10.15 2.38 9.67 3.24 6.77 2.19 7.08 2.75

Oral Compre
e 111.23 10.70 115.00 12.01 113.15 8.67 94.33 13.95

Oral Sentences
f 11.28 2.78 10.05 3.20 11.65 2.36 5.60 2.38

Verbal Compre
g 111.0 12.23 110.24 16.47 113.18 11.01 89.40 14.39

fNotes.

a
Rapid Automatic Letter Writing

b
DASH Copy Sentences—Best Handwriting Instructions

c
TOSWRF Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency

d
TOC Letter-Choice (add letter to create word-specific spelling)

e
WJ3 Oral Comprehension

f
CELF 4 Formulated Sentences

g
WISC IV Verbal Comprehension Index See Methods in Text for information about each measure.
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